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ABSTRACT

*In utero* exposure of rodents to valproic acid (VPA), a histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitor, has been proposed to induce an adult phenotype with behavioural characteristics reminiscent of those observed in autism spectrum disorder (ASD). We have evaluated the face validity of this model in terms of social cognition deficits which are a major core symptom of ASD. We employed the social approach avoidance paradigm as a measure of social reciprocity, detection of biological motion that is crucial to social interactions, and spatial learning as an indicator of dorsal stream processing of social cognition and found each parameter to be significantly impaired in Wistar rats with prior *in utero* exposure to VPA. We found no significant change in the expression of neural cell adhesion molecule polysialylation state (NCAM PSA), a measure of construct validity, but a complete inability to increase its glycosylation state which is necessary to mount the neuroplastic response associated with effective spatial learning. Finally, in all cases, we found chronic HDAC inhibition, with either pan-specific or HDAC1-3 isoform-specific inhibitors, to significantly ameliorate deficits in both social cognition and its associated neuroplastic response. We conclude that *in utero* exposure to VPA provides a robust animal model for the social cognitive deficits of ASD and a potential screen for the development of novel therapeutics for this condition.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The dynamic modification of chromatin complexes by the addition of acetyl groups to core histone proteins by histone acetyltransferases (HATs) and their removal by histone deacetylases (HDACs) provides a mechanism by which genetic and environmental factors may induce phenotypic change over an extended period of time. This has led to the suggestion that altered epigenetic patterning may contribute to the pathophysiology of psychiatric disorders that emerge during development, including autism spectrum disorder (ASD) (Gräff et al., 2011).

ASD is a developmental disorder that arises in approximately 1% of the world-wide population and is comprised of a heterogeneous group of conditions characterised by impairments in reciprocal social interactions and the presence of restricted and repetitive and stereotyped behaviours (DSM-IV-TR; American Psychiatric Association, 2006). Although highly heritable, the aetiology of ASD is largely unknown and only 5-15% of cases have an identifiable aetiology (Abraham and Geschwind, 2010). Rett’s syndrome, for example, relates to loss of function of the methyl CpG binding protein 2 (MECP2) that regulates transcriptional repression through its interaction with methylated DNA and HDAC1 and HDAC2 (Samaco and Neul, 2011). Epidemiological studies have also demonstrated teratogen exposure during the first trimester to be significantly correlated with an increased risk of developing ASD (Christianson et al., 1994; Rasalam et al., 2005). The developmental emergence of this condition has been associated with abnormal synapse remodelling arising from dysregulation of synaptic development proteins, including cell adhesion
molecule function and glycosylation state (Wang et al., 2009; Pinto et al., 2010;), that
inexorably gives rise to an array of neuroanatomical malformations (Courchesne et
al., 2011).

Despite the improvements in our understanding of the pathophysiology of ASD,
progress in the discovery of new therapeutic mechanisms lacks vitality, not least due
to the availability of good animal models. Inbred mouse strains, transgenic mouse
models and mice with prior teratogen exposure exhibit varying degrees of face and
construct validity for one or more of the core deficits observed in ASD (Wagner et al.,
2006; Silverman et al., 2010; Peça et al., 2011). Given that genomic variants likely
account for 0.5-2% of total ASD cases (Pinto et al., 2010), we were interested to
complement existing studies on animal models by determining the extent to which an
environmental risk factor might provide face and construct validity. This model
employs adult rats of dams which receive a single dose of valproic acid (VPA) at time
of neural tube closure (Rodier et al., 1996; Ingram et al., 2000; Schneider and
Przewłocki, 2005).

Using this VPA rat model of ASD, we were especially interested to focus on
cognition as social reciprocation deficits are a major core symptom of ASD. We also
attempted to provide some understanding on the nature of this cognitive phenotype by
employing a biological motion paradigm as this has a significant correlation with IQ
in human ASD (Rutherford and Troje, 2012). A spatial learning paradigm was
employed to account for the consequences of the structural deficits observed in the
hippocampus of patients with ASD (Wegiel et al., 2010) as these may contribute to
the dorsal stream processing deficits associated with this condition. As a measure of
construct validity, we evaluated cell adhesion molecule function, specifically neural cell adhesion molecule (NCAM) polysialylation (PSA) state, as this has previously been implicated in the pathogenesis of ASD (Plioplys et al., 1990; Purcell et al., 2001). Finally, given the premise that ASDs are linked to epigenetic patterning (Semaco and Neul, 2011) and that covalent modification of core histone proteins has been demonstrated to underpin behavioural modification and synaptic plasticity in adult rodents (Levensen et al., 2004; Guan et al., 2009), we determined the impact of HDAC inhibition on the cognitive and cellular deficits induced by *in utero* exposure to VPA in order to provide confidence in the predictive validity of this model.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Animal maintenance

Experimentally naïve male Wistar rats were purchased from Harlan UK, delivered to the Biomedical Facility at University College Dublin (UCD), housed in groups of 3-4, and maintained under standard laboratory conditions at 22-24 °C on a 12 hour-light/dark cycle, with food and water available ad libitum. Animals were allowed one week to acclimatise to the experimental rooms before any experimental procedures were carried out. All animals were examined and weighed daily. All experimental procedures were approved by the UCD Animal Research Ethics Committee, conformed to EU Council Directive 86–609–EEC, and were carried out by individuals who held the appropriate license issued by the Department of Health.

2.2. Prenatal exposure of pregnant Wistar rats to valproic acid

Time-mated female Wistar rats were obtained from Harlan UK, delivered to the UCD Biomedical Facility at gestational day 5, and housed individually under standard laboratory conditions, as described above. The in utero VPA rodent model of ASD employed here has been previously described in detail by Schneider and Przewloki (2005). Briefly, pregnant Wistar rats received a single intra-peritoneal dose of 600 mg/kg VPA (Sigma, UK) (VPA/VEH) in a 1 ml/kg volume of dH2O on gestational day 12.5 (E12.5). The control dams received a single similar volume injection of dH2O at the same gestational time-point (VEH/VEH). All animals exposed to VPA during gestation developed a characteristic ‘kink’ in the tail (Vorhees, 1987), which was easily distinguishable from aged-matched controls and used to confirm successful
exposure to the teratogenic actions of VPA (Figure 1A). Litters were closely observed for other teratogenic effects following partem (Figure 1B), standardised to n=8 per litter (maximising the number of males) and then left undisturbed until the time of weaning on postnatal day (P) 25 when the male off-spring were housed in groups of 3-4, as described above, until behavioural testing commenced on P72.

2.3. Behavioural analysis
Two separate experimental protocols were carried out in this study. The first study assessed propensity for social interaction and spatial learning ability in cohorts of animals with prior exposure to VPA (Figure 2A). The second experimental group was used to evaluate the perception of biological motion as detailed in Figure 2B. Prior to all behavioural analyses, animals were transferred and housed in the experimental rooms within the animal husbandry facility on P67 for a period of 5 days. Experimental analyses were carried out before 12.00h to minimise the influence of circadian rhythm on behaviour.

2.4. Drug dose and route of administration
Studies were conducted using suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid (SAHA; Axxora Ltd. UK, batch number L15566), a pan-specific HDAC inhibitor, and the benzamide 4-[[2-aminophenyl]amino][carbonyl]-phenyl]methyl]-3-pyridinylmethyl ester carbamic acid (MS-275; Axxora Ltd. UK, batch number L14358/a) which specifically inhibits HDAC 1-3 isoforms (Bolden et al., 2006). The structures of these compounds are shown in Figure 2C. SAHA was administered via the intraperitoneal route (i.p.) at 5 mg/kg in a 2 ml/kg dose volume of a 2-hydroxypropyl-beta-cyclodextrin vehicle (9 g/L). MS-275 was administered i.p. at 1 mg/kg in a 2 ml/kg dose volume of dH₂O
vehicle (solubility was assisted by first dissolving the MS-275 with a drop of 100% glacial acetic acid and adjusting the pH to 6.6 by the addition of NaOH). Vehicle-treated controls were employed for comparison to each experimental cohort. In the first experimental protocol the cohorts of VPA-treated animals received either 5 mg/kg SAHA (VPA/SAHA) or 1 mg/kg MS-275 (VPA/MS-275) for 8 days prior to and on each day during behavioural analysis (administered 1 hour pre-training), a total of 21 days drug exposure. Comparison was made to vehicle-treated offspring from dams that had received VPA (VPA/VEH) or vehicle (VEH/VEH) in utero. In the second experimental protocol the VPA-treated animals received the drug for 16 days prior to training and on each of the 5 daily sessions in the training phase, a total of 21 days treatment. The temporal sequence of drug administration in relation to behavioural analysis is shown in Figure 2A and B. The drug doses employed were based on previously published data (Alarcon et al., 2004) and on in-house range finding experiments (data not shown).

2.5. Social approach-avoidance paradigm

2.5.1. Apparatus

The social-approach avoidance paradigm was adapted from a previously published procedure that had been developed for mice (Brodkin et al., 2004). In essence, the paradigm employed assessed the propensity of the test Wistar rat to approach and associate with an unfamiliar, experimentally naive stimulus rat of the same strain, equal size (weight) and age, and unrelated to the animals of the experimental cohorts. This behavioural response was evaluated in a rectangular box (65 cm long x 30 cm wide x 35 cm high) constructed of black Perspex and containing two identical chambers (10 cm long x 30 cm wide x 35 cm high) at either end. These chambers
were separated from a central area by clear Perspex sheets with multiple, small, evenly spaced holes over the entire wall (Figure 3A). The central portion of the apparatus contained two black Perspex baffles that provided a 10cm space between the end of the baffle and outer wall of the apparatus. These baffles created three equally sized and interconnected areas (15 cm long x 30 cm wide x 35 cm high). The test animal was placed between these baffles at the start of each trial and allowed to interact with the stimulus animal (randomly placed in either the left or right chamber) through the holes in the clear Perspex that permitted auditory, visual and olfactory interactions. Both stimulus and test animals were housed under identical conditions, as described above, until time of assessment. In all cases the stimulus animal was a drug-naïve and the test animal had been exposed to vehicle in utero (VEH/VEH), VPA in utero (VPA/VEH), or exposed to VPA in utero and later treated with HDAC inhibitors (VPA/SAHA or VPA/MS-275).

2.5.2. Behavioural assessment

At the beginning of each trial the entire apparatus was cleaned with 70% ethanol, dried and fresh sawdust bedding material added. The test animal was placed between the black Perspex baffles of the central area from which it could move to freely explore all areas of the apparatus during a 5-minute acclimatisation period. Exploratory behaviour was monitored using an overhead video camera linked to Ethovision XT (Noldus, UK) tracking software. Time spent in each area was recorded when both head and forelimbs were within the circumscribed social, centre, and non-social areas. Following the completion of the acclimatisation period the test rat was removed to a holding cage, the bedding material was redistributed and a stimulus animal placed in one of the side chambers, subsequently designated the
A different naïve stimulus animal was paired with every test animal. The test animal was returned to the central area and the time spent in each of the three areas was again recorded for a 5-minute period. In addition, the total time engaged in social interactive behaviour, such as nose-poking and paw-reaching activity, at the separating baffle was recorded for each treatment group.

2.5.3. Data analysis

The total amount of time spent in each chamber of the apparatus was calculated and expressed as the mean ± SEM for both acclimatisation and test phases of the paradigm and the presence of significant bias for a particular chamber was determined by one-way ANOVA for each treatment group. Significant differences between drug treatment and the amount of time animals spent in a specific chamber were determined by two-way ANOVA followed by post-hoc Bonferroni analysis. Total time engaged in active social behaviour was determined for each treatment group and analysed by Mann-Whitney U-test. A social approach-avoidance score, defined as the time spent in the social chamber minus time spent in non-social chamber, was determined for each treatment group and analysed by Mann-Whitney U-test. In all cases, values of p<0.05 were deemed to be significant.

2.6. Biological Motion Perception Paradigm

2.6.1. Apparatus

The experimental design employed a touch-screen cognitive testing method that was based on previously published work (Bussey et al., 2008). Training and behavioural testing were carried out in a semi-automated testing apparatus constructed by using a modular testing chamber (30 cm long x 24 cm wide x 8 cm high; Med Associates Inc.,
USA) consisting of a metal frame, clear Perspex walls, and a stainless steel grid floor (Figure 4A). A food magazine was located at either end of the chamber and attached to a pellet dispenser secured to the outside of the box. The food dispensers were designed to deliver a single standardized 45 mg food pellet (Med Associates Inc., USA) into the food magazine coincident with its illumination by a 3 W white light bulb. The food magazine was fitted with photocell capable of detecting a rat nose poke. A flat-screen LCD monitor (10.5 cm high x 6.7 cm wide; Craft Data Ltd., UK) was fitted above each food magazine and the chamber was also fitted with two 3W white lights and a tone generator (Med Associates Inc., USA).

2.6.2. Behavioural assessment – Pre-training phase

Rats, restricted to an 85% free-feeding weight, were initially allowed to freely retrieve food pellets placed in the food magazine by remote control during a 10 minute habituation session. In the following session, 24 hours later, the rats were trained to nose-poke the magazine to retrieve a food pellet and its delivery was paired with the illumination of the magazine light and presentation of a tone (65 dB, 1 s). The next stage of training, on the following day, required the animal to respond to various visual stimuli (to avoid the development of bias) presented simultaneously for 30 seconds on both screens in the chamber. These stimuli consisted of a series of white shapes (circles, squares, triangles) on a black background that were initially static before moving from top to bottom of the screen over a 5 second period. A single pellet was delivered immediately after presentation of the stimulus, however, a nose-poke during stimulus presentation resulted in a reward of two pellets and the stimulus was extinguished immediately. Rats were removed from the testing chamber after 15 minutes regardless of the number of trials completed.
Rats were next required to respond to the stimulus presented in one of the two response screens. The stimulus remained on the screen until the rat responded to it whereupon the magazine became illuminated, a reinforcement tone sounded and a food pellet was delivered. This was followed by an interval of 10 seconds before the stimulus for the next trial was displayed. Rats were required to successfully complete 20 trials in a 15 minute session before proceeding to next phase of autoshaping. This following stage of training required the animal to distinguish and approach the screen showing the stimulus in order to obtain the food pellet by a nose-poke in the magazine located below the screen. Correct responses resulted in the disappearance of the stimulus, illumination of the food hopper, tone presentation and delivery of a food pellet. An incorrect response resulted in the disappearance of the stimulus and extinction and the chamber light for a 5 second period. Each trial was separated by a 10 second interval and trials were repeated until the rat made a correct single choice before the random presentation of both stimuli for the next training phase. The final pre-training stage required the animal to discriminate between two distinct stimuli presented simultaneously on both screens using the same response criteria described for the previous training phase.

2.6.3. Behavioural assessment – Testing phase

Once autoshaping was complete, the ability of the rats to discriminate between a point-light display of biological motion, white dots moving on a completely dark background (a walking hen; open-access video source from Vallortigara et al., 2005) (Figure 4A), and one of four manipulations of that pattern (static, inverted, scrambled, and rotating versions of the pattern) was determined using the procedures outlines
above. Presentation of correct (directed biological motion) and incorrect manipulated stimuli on the screens was pseudo-random as a given stimulus could not appear on the same screen for more than three consecutive trials. Performance was measured by calculating the percent correct choices in a session that included 20 trials.

2.6.4. Data analysis

Performance of the animals in the biological motion paradigm was expressed as a percentage of correct choices with values significantly different between experimental groups being analysed by two-way ANOVA and the Mann–Whitney U-test for non-parametric data. In each case, a p-value less than 0.05 was considered to be significant.

2.7. Water maze spatial learning paradigm

2.7.1. Apparatus

The water maze spatial learning paradigm was carried out as previously described (Murphy et al., 1996). Briefly, the water-maze apparatus consists of a circular pool (1.5 m diameter, 80 cm high) with a platform (11 cm diameter) submerged 1.5 cm below the water surface in one quadrant of the maze, 30 cm from the sidewall. Both the pool and platform are constructed from black Perspex and offered no intra-maze cues to guide escape behaviour. By contrast, the training room contained several obvious extra-maze visual cues to aid the spatial orientation necessary for escape learning. The water of the maze temperature was maintained constant at 26±1 °C by a hidden heating element at the bottom of the pool and a pump was used to circulate the water.
2.7.2. Behavioral assessment

The water-maze paradigm consisted of both acquisition and recall components. During acquisition, each trial started with the rat placed facing the wall of the maze at one of three designated locations. Animals were then allowed to freely explore the maze and the time taken to find the hidden platform within a 90-second criterion period was defined as the escape latency time. On the first trial only, rats failing to locate the platform within the 90-second period were guided to it and placed on it for 10 seconds. Escape latencies were measured over 5 trials in each daily session and an inter-trial rest interval of 300 seconds was allowed. Animals were trained in daily sessions over 4 days. Recall of platform position was assessed by a probe test at 24 h (P86) and 72 h (P88) following the final training session. During the probe test the platform was removed and animals were allowed to explore the maze for 30 seconds. The time spent in each quadrant was recorded and used to compare recall of the original position of the platform.

2.7.3. Data analysis

Swim behaviour in the water-maze paradigm was monitored using Ethovision XT (Noldus, UK). All data were calculated as mean ± SEM for all trials of all sessions and the presence of significant difference between treatments was determined by two-way ANOVA and post-hoc Bonferroni analysis of the data set. In all cases, values of p<0.05 were deemed to be significant.

2.8. NCAM PSA Immunolabelling
Tissue preparation and sectioning

Freshly dissected rat brains were split and each half was coated in optimum cutting temperature (OCT) compound and lowered into a Cryoprep freezing apparatus containing dry-ice-cooled n-hexane. The combination of the OCT compound and n-hexane was used to ensure even freezing of the tissue and avoid freezing artefacts. The immunohistochemical procedures employed to detect NCAM PSA have been described in greater detail previously (Fox et al., 1995a). Briefly, horizontal frozen brain sections (12 µm) were cut on a Microm Series 500 cryostat at -15 ºC. All sections were prepared on the day of the experiment and were not pre-cut and stored frozen. For the analysis of the NCAM PSA-positive hippocampal dentate granule cell layer/hilus border cells 10 alternate sections were taken at a level equivalent to -5.6mm below bregma (Paxinos and Watson, 2007). Cryosections were thaw-mounted onto glass slides and immersion fixed for 30 minutes with 70% (v/v) ethanol and incubated overnight with anti-PSA monoclonal antibody (Chemicon, UK) diluted 1:500 in 0.1 M PBS containing 1% (w/v) bovine serum albumen (BSA) and 1% (v/v) normal goat serum (NGS). The sections were exposed for 3 hours to FITC-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgM diluted 1:100 (Calbiochem, UK), again in PBS containing 1% BSA and 1% NGS, and mounted in Citifluor (Agar, UK).

2.8.2. Quantitative evaluation of NCAM PSA expression

Quantitative image analysis was performed using Axiovision (Zeiss, UK) a PC-based software package connected to a Leitz DM RB fluorescent microscope with a high sensitivity CCD video camera. The total number of NCAM PSA-immunoreactive neurons in the dentate granule cell layer/hilar border were counted in 6 alternate 12 µm sections commencing -5.6 mm from bregma (Paxinos and Watson, 2007), to
preclude double counting of the 5-10 µm perikarya. Cell identification was aided by the use of the nuclear counter-stain propidium iodide (40 ng/ml PBS; 60 seconds). Cell counts were standardised to unit area of the granule cell layer, $0.15 \pm 0.01 \text{mm}^2$ at this level, and expressed as mean $\pm$ SEM values. Statistical analysis employed the Student’s t-test and values of $p<0.05$ were deemed to be significant.

2.8.3. Learning dependent activation of NCAM PSA

The frequency of polysialylated NCAM immunopositive neurons in the dentate gyrus has been repeatedly shown to be increased 12 hours following acquisition of spatial learning and conditioned avoidance tasks (Fox et al., 1995a; Murphy et al., 1996). In a separate experimental cohort, VPA-exposed rodents and vehicle controls animals (n=6), as well as a separate cohort of VPA-exposed animals treated with MS-275, were subjected to the initial 5 trial training session outlined in the water-maze spatial learning paradigm. Animals were then sacrificed 12 hours following the completion of the last trial, the brains excised and processed for immunolabelling of NCAM PSA as described above. Separate cohorts of all experimental groups were employed as passive naive controls, briefly animals were allowed to explore the water maze in the absence of the hidden platform for the same interval as their trained counterparts. Passive controls were then sacrificed 12 hours following completion of the last trial of the training session and processed for NCAM PSA immunofluorescence staining and analyzed as described above.
3. RESULTS

3.1. VPA-induced developmental deficits

All animals exposed to VPA in utero exhibited a ‘tail kink’, as has been described previously in rats following administration of VPA (Vorhees, 1987), and this deformity was used to confirm successful exposure to the teratogen (Figure 1A). In addition, a delay in eye-opening was observed in the VPA-treated animals (Figure 1B) which may be attributable to the impaired/delayed craniofacial nerve development that is typical in this animal model of ASD (Rodier et al., 1996; Tashiro et al., 2011). No other gross developmental abnormalities were observed in VPA-exposed animals. Litter size and male to female sex ratio was unaltered and weight gain was unimpaired over the time period examined (Figure 1B).

3.2. Social cognition: Social approach avoidance paradigm

Deficits in social reciprocation, a core feature of ASD (American Psychiatric Association: DSM-IV-TR, 2006), were examined in rats with prior in utero exposure to VPA using a social approach-avoidance paradigm, adapted from that described previously for mice (Brodkin et al., 2004). During the acclimatisation phase of the paradigm both vehicle-treated and VPA-exposed cohorts exhibited no preference for any chamber and spent equal amounts of time exploring all areas of the apparatus (F[2,23]=0.03 and 2.34, p=0.97 and 0.12, vehicle and VPA-treated, respectively). The introduction of a stimulus rat into either the left or right chamber resulted in the vehicle-treated animal showing an increased tendency to interact socially, however, the amount of time spent in the social area did not achieve significance (F[2,23]=2.833; p=0.783) (Figure 3B). In contrast, the VPA-treated animals
displayed a clear avoidance of the stimulus rat showing a significant bias for the non-social area (F[2,23]=11.55; p=0.0004) and spending approximately 50% less time investigating the stimulus rat as compared to the vehicle-treated rat (p=0.0281; Mann-Whitney U-test) (Figure 3B). These differences could not be attributed to any behaviour in the stimulus animal as their exploratory activity was unchanged when exposed to either vehicle or VPA treated test animals (8.9±0.8 m vs 8.4±0.7 m; distance traveled/5 min) and a different naïve stimulus animal was paired with each test animal. The marked asociality exhibited by VPA-treated animals was further underlined by the significant reduction in the approach-avoidance score (p=0.0104; Mann-Whitney U test) and time engaged in social behaviour (p=0.0011; Mann-Whitney U test), as compared to the vehicle-treated cohorts (Table 1).

The social cognition deficits observed in the VPA-treated animals could be reversed by treatment with HDAC inhibitors. Treatment of VPA-exposed animals with the pan-specific HDAC SAHA inhibitor or the class I HDAC inhibitor MS-275 was without effect on the time spent exploring the individual areas of the apparatus during the acclimatisation phase of the paradigm (data not shown). However, treatment of VPA-exposed cohorts with SAHA (5 mg/kg) resulted in a significant amelioration of the social deficits observed in the vehicle-treated VPA cohorts following the introduction of a stimulus rat (F[2,23]=26.14; p<0.0001) (Figure 3B). Moreover, this enhancement of social cognition in the VPA-treated animals was restricted to inhibition of one or more of the HDAC 1-3 isoforms as precisely the same effect was observed with MS-275 (1 mg/kg) (F[2,23]=13.58; p<0.0002), an HDAC inhibitor which specifically inhibits these isoforms (Figure 3B). Treatment with both SAHA and MS-275 resulted in VPA-treated cohorts spending an equal amount of time
investigating the stimulus rat as compared to their vehicle control counterparts (VEH/VEH) ($F_{[2,23]}=0.0620; \ p=0.9395$) (Figure 3B), a 2-fold increase in approach-avoidance scores ($p=0.0002$ and $p=0.0002$, respectively; Mann-Whitney U-test) and a significant increase in total time actively engaged in social behaviour ($p=0.0011$ and $p=0.0006$, respectively; Mann-Whitney U-test) (Table 1).

In order to determine if HDAC inhibition had a direct action on the enhancement of social cognition we determined the effect of SAHA and MS-275 in normal animals. Administration of either SAHA (5 mg/kg) or MS-275 (1 mg/kg) resulted in the treated animals spending significantly greater lengths of time exploring the stimulus animal in the social chamber ($F_{[2,17]}=60; \ p<0.0001$ and $F_{[2,17]}=52.7; \ p<0.0001$, respectively). Further, treatment with 5 mg/kg SAHA significantly increased the amount of time animals spent in investigating the stimulus rat ($p=0.015; \ \text{Mann-Whitney U-test}$), an effect also observed when the approach-avoidance score was analysed ($p=0.027; \ \text{Mann-Whitney U-test}$). Likewise, MS-275 significantly enhanced the sociality of Wistar rats during the training phase of the paradigm, as compared to their vehicle-treated controls, improving both the amount of time animals spent in the designated social chamber ($p=0.0043; \ \text{Mann-Whitney U-test}$) and the approach-avoidance score ($p=0.0043; \ \text{Mann-Whitney U-test}$).

3.3. Social cognition: Biological motion perception paradigm

As the above social approach avoidance paradigm can serve only as a proxy for the more complex pattern of affiliative behaviour that is disrupted in ASD, we further probed malfunctioning in the processing of perceptual stimuli in rats following in utero exposure to VPA. For this analysis, we developed a paradigm that measured
orientation to point light displays of biological motion using the touch-screen cognition testing method as described by Bussey and colleagues (2008). Biological motion is a highly robust detection signal that emerges in early development and is crucial for social interactions (Blake and Shiffrar, 2007). Control animals autoshaped to respond to this biological motion detection task exhibited a consistent performance over the 5 training sessions of 20 trials per day with the fraction of correct choices being in the range of 0.6-0.7 (Figure 4B). Animals with prior in utero VPA exposure similarly exhibited a constant performance over the 5 training sessions however their fraction of correct choice of the biologically relevant stimulus was significantly lower than that observed in the control animals and was in the range of chance performance of 0.5 (F[1,90]=27.04; p<0.0001). This deficit in biological perception was ameliorated by chronic HDAC inhibition. Administration of SAHA (5 mg/kg) for 16 days prior to training, and prior to each training session, significantly improved performance as compared to that observed in the VPA/VEH animals (F[1,90]=4.35; p=0.0399). This drug-induced reversal of the deficit was not complete, however, as the VPA/SAHA group remained significantly impaired as compared to the control animals (VEH/VEH) (F[1,90]=8.59; p=0.004).

3.4. Social cognition: Spatial learning paradigm

As the biological motion deficits associated with ASD have been suggested to reflect a more widespread dysfunction within the dorsal stream of cognitive processing (Spencer et al., 2000; Milne et al., 2005), we determined if animals with prior in utero exposure to VPA were impaired in spatial learning as this function is dependent on the dorsal aspect of the hippocampus (Moser et al., 1993; Maguire et al., 2000). All experimental groups employed readily acquired the position of the hidden platform
during the training phase of the water-maze paradigm (F[3,617]=94.00; p<0.001, two-way ANOVA). However, cohorts administered VPA in utero were significantly slower at reaching the target platform than vehicle-treated controls across all four training sessions (F[1,56]=18.15; p<0.0001) and this impairment was particularly evident during session 4 (p<0.05; Bonferroni post-hoc t-test) (Figure 5A). The impairment in task acquisition displayed by VPA-treated animals was not the result of slower swim speeds but a failure to implement an adequate search strategy as the path length of these animals was significantly longer than that observed for the vehicle controls (F[1,56]=11.77; p<0.001, two-way ANOVA) (Table 2). Furthermore, retention of platform position was significantly disrupted in VPA-exposed cohorts as, during the 24 hour probe trial, animals spent approximately 25% of time in the target quadrant performing just above chance level (Figure 5B). This is in stark contrast to control cohorts that spent a significant longer period of time in the target quadrant (p=0.0345; unpaired Student’s t-test). Recall of the platform position was also poor in the 72 hour post-training probe trial during which the VPA-treated animals spent less than 20% of time in the target quadrant (Figure 5B). It should be noted, however, that previous studies employing the VPA model of autism have failed to detect any deficits in rat spatial learning (Markram et al., 2008).

The ability to ameliorate the learning deficits in the VPA-exposed animals was investigated using the pan-specific HDAC inhibitor SAHA and compared to the effects obtained with MS-275, a HDAC inhibitor specific to the HDAC1-3 class I isoforms of which HDAC2 and HDAC3 have been demonstrated to negatively regulate memory formation (Guan et al., 2009; Kilgore et al., 2010; McQuown et al., 2011). Treatment of VPA-exposed cohorts with the broad spectrum and class I
specific HDAC inhibitors, SAHA and MS-275, significantly reversed the deficits in both acquisition and recall of the water-maze task. During the acquisition phase VPA-treated cohorts treated with either 5 mg/kg SAHA (F[1,56]=25.44; p<0.0001, two-way ANOVA) or 1 mg/kg MS-275 (F[1,56]=45.93; p<0.0001) displayed significantly reduced escape latencies over the 4 training sessions compared to VPA-treated controls (Figure 5A). This enhancement in acquisition was particularly evident on session 2 (p<0.05, Bonferroni post-hoc t-test), session 3 (p<0.05, Bonferroni post-hoc t-test) and session 4 (p<0.05, Bonferroni post-hoc t-test). The significant reduction in escape latency exhibited by SAHA (F[1,56]=15.67; p<0.0001, two-way ANOVA) and MS-275 (F[1,56]=27.64; p<0.0001, two-way ANOVA) treated cohorts was a consequence of animals employing a more robust search strategy rather than the product of increased swim speeds across the training sessions (Table 2). Moreover, this enhancement in task acquisition significantly improved the recall of the platform position during recall probe trials, as animals treated with 5 mg/kg SAHA and 1 mg/kg MS-275 spent approximately 50% and 55% of time searching the target quadrant 24 hours post-training and this level of retention was maintained above 40% in both treatment groups during the 72 hour post-training trial (Figure 5B).

The effect of HDAC inhibition on water maze acquisition and recall was also evaluated in normal animals in which chronic administration of either 5 mg/kg SAHA or 1mg/kg MS-275 significantly reduced the escape latencies of Wistar rats (F[1,40]=22.6 and 8.4; p<0.001 and p=0.006, respectively) during task acquisition. Retention of the platform position during probe trials was also significantly improved following HDAC inhibitor treatment with all groups exhibiting robust recall at the 24
hour probe trial. However, at the 72 hour probe time, both SAHA and MS-275 treatment significantly enhanced task retention (p<0.05; Mann-Whitney U-test).

3.5. Influence of HDAC inhibition on spatial learning and social interaction in normal animals

The possibility that amelioration of the cognitive and social deficits in the ASD model might be attributed to an indirect action of the HDAC inhibitors, we determined the effect of SAHA and MS-275 on the behavioural phenotype of normal Wistar rats. We also evaluated the effect of VPA on these parameters in order to determine if its ability to inhibit HDAC produced similar effects to those obtained with SAHA and MS-275.

All cohorts employed in the water-maze paradigm readily acquired the position of the hidden platform over the 4 training sessions and chronic administration of SAHA (5 mg/kg) significantly reduced the escape latencies (F[1,40]=22.6; p<0.001). This was particularly evident during the initial two sessions, as judged by Bonferroni post t-tests (p<0.05) (Figure 6A). Administration of the class I specific HDAC inhibitor MS-275 (1 mg/kg) similarly resulted in improved spatial learning, as judged by significant reductions in escape latency over the four training sessions compared to vehicle treated controls (F[1,40]=8.4; p=0.006) (Figure 6B). VPA (150 mg/kg) similarly enhanced acquisition of the spatial learning paradigm (F[1,40]=8.2; p=0.0065) (Figure 6C), however, this HDAC inhibitor failed in the successful consolidation of the task, as judged by the complete lack of recall of platform position in the 72 h probe test (Figure 6D). This contrasted sharply with the significant recall of platform position observed in animals following chronic administration of either
SAHA or MS-275 (p<0.05; Mann-Whitney U-test) (Figure 6D). Moreover, no significant difference was observed in the average swim speed of animals treated with either SAHA, MS-275 or VPA, as compared to their vehicle-treated counterparts (data not shown).

In the social approach avoidance paradigm, introduction of a stimulus animal into the chamber failed to result in the vehicle-treated control animals to display a preference for the designated social chamber (F[2,17]=2.00; p=0.12, one-way ANOVA). However, chronic administration of animals with SAHA resulted in significant preference for the social chamber (F[2,17]=60; p<0.0001, one-way ANOVA) in which they spent a significantly increased amount of time investigating the stimulus rat (p=0.015; Mann-Whitney U-test) (Figure 6E). Chronic treatment with MS-275 similarly enhanced the animals preference for the social chamber (F[2,17]=52.7; p<0.0001; one-way ANOVA) and time engaged with the stimulus rat (p=0.0043; Mann-Whitney U-test) (Figure 6E). In stark contrast to the effects obtained with SAHA and MS-275, the treatment of rats with VPA failed to have any effect on their preference for the social chamber or time spent investigating the stimulus animal (p=0.3905; Mann-Whitney U-test) (Figure 6E).

### 3.6. CAM-mediated plasticity: Basal and learning-activated NCAM PSA expression

Given the association of perturbations in NCAM function and ASD (Plioplys et al., 1990; Purcell et al., 2001) and that social cognition deficits are observed in animals lacking the NCAM synapse-specific isoform (Stork et al., 2000) and/or the ability to glycosylate NCAM with polysialic acid (Calandreau et al., 2010), we determined the effect of prior *in utero* exposure to VPA on NCAM PSA expression and plasticity.
Immunohistochemical analysis of hippocampal NCAM PSA in normal animals (VEH/VEH) revealed a discrete population of cells located at the infragranular zone of the dentate gyrus (Figure 7A), as we have described previously in both rodent and human populations (Fox et al., 1995a; Ní Dhuill et al., 1999). These polysialylated cells exhibited established mossy fiber projections and a dendritic arbour that extended into the inner- to mid-molecular layer (Figure 7A). Chronic exposure to SAHA (5 mg/kg), however, resulted in a significant increase of approximately 30% in polysialylated cell frequency (p=0.03; Student’s t-test). Similarly, chronic exposure to MS-275 (1 mg/kg) also significantly increased polysialylated cell number by approximately 40% (p=0.0057; Student’s t-test), however, this increase in the basal expression of immunopositive cells was not observed in animals with prior in utero exposure to VPA (Figure 7B), suggesting a defective regulation of NCAM glycosylation state.

Given the inability of HDAC inhibition to increase basal numbers of immunopositive cells in VPA-exposed animals, we determined if the learning-induced activation of polysialylated cell frequency, observed at 12 h post-training time following spatial learning (Murphy et al., 1996; Sandi et al., 2004), was also absent. In the vehicle-treated control group (VEH/VEH), the expected significant increase in polysialylated cell frequency was observed at the 12 h post-training time as compared to the passive naïve controls (p<0.05; Student's t-test) (Figure 7C). This learning-associated increase in NCAM PSA-immunopositive cells, however, was absent the VPA-treated cohorts (VPA/VEH) indicating these animals to be incapable of mounting a neuroplastic response to the sensory processing demands necessary to consolidate a spatial learning paradigm. Remarkably, chronic treatment of VPA-exposed animals
with MS-275 (1 mg/kg) restored their ability to activate NCAM polysialylation and resulted in the increased polysialylated cell frequency at the 12 h post-training that is necessary for the successful consolidation of the task. It should also be noted that the effect of chronic administration of MS-275 on NCAM PSA was independent of its ability to enhance paradigm acquisition as such learning improvements, as judged by latency to reach the platform, are observed only in the 24 hour and 48 hour training sessions (Figure 5A).
4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Developmental nature of VPA model of ASD

The model employed in these studies is based on the premise that *in utero* teratogen exposure alone is sufficient to trigger symptoms of ASD in a neurodevelopmental manner. Crucial to the deployment of this model is the single administration of a large dose of VPA (600 mg/kg) at embryonic day 12 which immediately follows neural tube closure and correlates with brainstem motor nuclei formation. This leads to deficits in the size of these nuclei, the complement of cerebellar neurons, and serotoninergic function; all prominent features of the autistic brain (Rodier et al., 1996; Miyazaki et al., 2005). All offspring of the VPA-exposed dams exhibited a characteristic tail kink that is emblematic of neuralation deficits and the delayed eye-opening observed on postnatal day 14-15 is consistent with abnormalities in the development of motor nuclei controlling the eye muscles (Rodier et al., 1996).

4.2. Face validity of VPA model of ASD

Using a standard social approach avoidance paradigm (Brodkin et al., 2004), we now further confirm the observation of robust deficits in social cognition in animals previously exposed to VPA during gestation. As ‘approach’ is only a single facet of affiliative behaviour, we also determined if deficits in the detection of biological motion existed in the VPA-exposed animals, an important component in multimodal processing of complex social behaviours. We found naïve animals to be readily capable of detecting biological motion, as has been demonstrated previously for rodents (MacKinnon et al., 2010), however the VPA-exposed animals were found to be significantly impaired in this aspect of social perception. These deficits were also
associated with impairments in the water maze paradigm which further indicated that dorsal stream processing was dysfunctional in these animals as spatial learning is reliant on the more dorsal region of the hippocampus (Moser et al., 1993), an area that primarily receives afferents from sensory neocortical regions (Witter and Moser, 2006). Collectively, these observations suggest that prior in utero exposure to VPA results in the ontogenetic emergence of a significantly compromised cognitive system that is crucial to normal social behaviour in the adult animal.

Chronic HDAC inhibition reversed the perceptual deficits in adult animals with prior VPA exposure and this was notably evident with MS-275, an inhibitor of HDAC2 (Glaser et al., 2004). Over-expression of HDAC2 has been demonstrated to impair memory formation and, as a consequence, HDAC2 deficiency (Guan et al., 2009) and/or its inhibition with SAHA or MS-275 have cognition-enhancing actions. Further, the ability of SAHA and MS-275 to enhance both spatial learning and social interaction in normal animals suggests that HDAC inhibition directly restores cognitive competence in the VPA-treated animals. The effects of HDAC2 inhibition are likely to be mediated by altered transcription as this isoform is predominantly localised to the nucleus, where it can form stable transcriptional complexes – SIN3A, NuRD and CoReST (Kazantsev and Thompson, 2008). Moreover, the selective localization of HDAC2 to the frontal cortex and hippocampus (Simonini et al., 2006) ensures its inhibition impacts on processing social cognition. Given the impairments in biological motion tasks in autism and their attributions to disruptions in dorsal stream processing (Spencer et al., 2000; Annaz et al., 2012), the deficits observed in these functions in the VPA model of ASD and their drug tractability suggest the
detection of biological motion may be a promising neuroendophenotype to bridge preclinical to clinical drug development initiatives.

4.3. Construct validity of VPA model of ASD

Given the association of deficits in NCAM expression and ASD (Plioplys et al., 1990; Purcell et al., 2001), we further sought evidence for construct validity in the VPA rodent model of autism by examining the expression of NCAM PSA and its contribution to the processing of sensory information. The expression of NCAM PSA in the VPA rodent model of ASD revealed a number of unexpected results. In the first instance, there was no difference in the basal frequency of dentate polysialylated neurons between normal and VPA-exposed animals, suggesting the absence of any significant perturbations of structuring in the tightly regulated neurodevelopmental expression of dentate NCAM PSA that is observed in both rodents and humans (Fox et al., 1995b; Ní Dhuill et al., 1999). This lack of effect on basal NCAM PSA expression clearly distinguishes the VPA model of ASD from that of isolation rearing of the Wistar rat, a putative animal model of schizophrenia (Murphy et al., 2010), in which marked deficits in basal hippocampal polysialylated cell frequency are observed (Murphy et al., 2006), as is the case in schizophrenia (Barbeau et al., 1995).

Secondly, animals with prior in utero exposure to VPA failed to increase hippocampal polysialylated cell frequency in response to the information demands imposed by spatial learning. This deficit not only confirms the observed inability of VPA-treated animals to acquire and consolidate the water maze paradigm (Murphy et al., 1996; Sandi et al., 2004) but may also be relevant to the social approach avoidance abnormalities that are observed in these animals. NCAM-null mice, for example,
exhibit social deficits manifested by increased aggression, an effect that is countered by the introduction of transgenic NCAM180 (Stork et al., 2000), the synapse-specific isoform that carries PSA in adult animals (Persohn et al., 1989; Doyle et al., 1992). Moreover, mice lacking the polysialyltransferase that regulates NCAM PSA in adulthood (PST or ST8SiaIV) also exhibit social deficits and these become even more severe in mice lacking the developmental enzyme (STX or ST8SiaII) (Calandreau et al., 2010). This observation is also of interest in that may the abnormal expression of autism susceptibility genes have been associated with cell adhesion molecules involved in synapse signaling and glycosylation events (Pinto et al., 2010; Ye et al., 2010; Sakai et al., 2011).

Most importantly, however, the activation mechanism for NCAM polysialylation, and ability to acquire the water maze paradigm, is fully restored by treatment with MS-275, an inhibitor of class 1 HDAC isoforms that are involved in memory formation (Guan et al., 2009). In addition, HDAC inhibition is known to enhance NCAM protein expression and the expression of the adult form of polysialyltransferase (PST1) (Lampen et al., 2005). Collectively, these results imply that both the neurobehavioural and neurological deficits induced by \textit{in utero} exposure to the VPA can be reversed in the adult by use of HDAC inhibitors, such as MS-275. Further, it is interesting to note that the deficits induced by \textit{in utero} administration of VPA, which is a HDAC inhibitor (Bolden et al., 2006; Kazantsev and Thompson, 2008), are unrelated to its action in the adult in which it fails to exert any restorative effect on cognitive behaviour. The lack of effect with VPA may, in part, be related to the relative potencies of the inhibitors employed. The IC$_{50}$ for VPA is approximately 400
µM whereas those for SAHA and MS-275 are 70 nM and 11 µM, respectively (Eikel et al., 2006; Beckers et al., 2007).

4.4. Conclusions

In these studies, all paradigms employed to interrogate specific aspects of social cognition exhibited significant deficits in the VPA rat model of ASD, a finding we believe provides good face validation of the model. Secondly, the deficits observed in NCAM PSA-mediated plasticity provide compelling construct validity for the model. We have previously demonstrated NCAM turnover to be significantly depressed in individuals with autism (Plioplys et al., 1990) and that this was in direct contrast to the increases observed in schizophrenia (Lyons et al., 1988; see also Tanaka et al., 2009) thereby indicating significant and fundamental differences to exist between the biological constructs of autism and schizophrenia. This may yet provide the unique construct validity necessary to discriminate between animal models of autism and schizophrenia (Tordjman et al., 2007).
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7. FIGURE LEGENDS

**Figure 1:** Pup early postnatal characteristics following *in utero* exposure to VPA. The characteristic ‘tail kink’ malformation observed in exposed animals is shown in panel A. Litter size, eye-opening milestone and weight gain parameters are shown in Panel B.

**Figure 2:** Experimental design employed in establishing the effect of HDAC inhibitors on the social cognition and biological motion deficits observed in the VPA rodent model of autism. The two separate behavioural protocols employed are shown in Panel A. The timeline dimensions are illustrative. The structures of the drugs employed in the protocols are shown in Panel B.

**Figure 3:** Influence of HDAC inhibitors on the social approach-avoidance deficits in the VPA rodent model of autism. The apparatus employed in the social interaction paradigm is shown in Panel A. The social area shows an experimental animal interacting with the stimulus animal maintained in the chamber. The time spent by the experimental animal in the social, centre and non-social areas is shown in Panel B. All values are the mean±SEM (n=8) and values significantly different (p<0.05) from the control animal (VEH/VEH) are indicated with an asterisk.

**Figure 4:** Influence of HDAC inhibitors on the biological motion perception deficits in the VPA rodent model of autism. Panel A shows the position of the LCD screen and food magazine at one end of the chamber. The top image to the right shows an
image grab of the ‘walking hen’ used in the studies and the image below shows a scrambled version of the same. The arrow heads show the direction(s) of motion. The fraction of correct choices for each experimental group over the five daily sessions is shown in Panel B. All values are the mean±SEM (n=8) and significant differences (p<0.05) between the groups (two-way ANOVA) is shown in the Figure.

**Figure 5:** Influence of HDAC inhibitors on spatial learning deficits in the VPA rodent model of autism. Panel A compares task acquisition rates between control and VPA-treated animals (left) and between VPA-treated animals following administration of HDAC inhibitors SAHA and MS-275 (right). All values are the mean±SEM (n=8). The influence of gestational exposure to VPA on task recall and the influence of HDAC inhibition on recall deficits is shown in Panel B. All values are the mean±SEM (n=8) and significant differences (p<0.05) between the groups is indicated with an asterisk.

**Figure 6:** Influence of HDAC inhibitors on spatial learning and social interaction in normal Wistar rats. Panels A, B and C show task acquisition rates between vehicle-treated animals and following chronic administration of HDAC inhibitors SAHA, MS-275 and VPA, respectively. The influence of these HDAC inhibitors on water maze task recall is shown in Panel D. The time spent by control and HDAC inhibitor-treated animals in the social area of the social approach avoidance chamber is shown in Panel E. All values are the mean±SEM (n=6) and significant differences (p<0.05) between the groups is indicated with an asterisk.
Figure 7: Influence of HDAC inhibitors on the frequency NCAM polysialylated cells in the VPA rodent model of autism. The images in Panel A show the distribution of cells at the infragranular zone of the hippocampal dentate gyrus and the increase in their frequency (middle image) and arbour (lower image) following administration of SAHA (5 mg/kg). Quantitative analysis of the NCAM polysialylated cells is shown in Panels A, B, C and D and are the mean±SEM (n=6). Values significantly different (p<0.05) from the controls are indicated with an asterisk. N: Naïve; T: Trained.
### B Litter characteristics following *in utero* VPA exposure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>litter size (animal number)</th>
<th>eye opening (postnatal day)</th>
<th>juvenile weight gain (gm; postnatal day 7-16)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>male</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>control</td>
<td>4.8±0.9</td>
<td>5±0.6</td>
<td>9.8±0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPA-treated</td>
<td>3.9±0.4</td>
<td>4.1±0.9</td>
<td>8±1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* P<0.05, control vs VPA, Student’s t-test
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A. Social interaction paradigm
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- Time spent in social, centre, and non-social areas for different treatment groups: VEH/VEH, VPA/SAHA (5 mg/kg), VPA/VEH, VPA/MS-275 (1 mg/kg).
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A  Biological motion perception paradigm

![Image of a biological motion perception paradigm](image)

B  Two-way ANOVA

VEH/VEH vs. VPA/VEH: $F[1,90] = 27.04; P < 0.0001$

VPA/VEH vs. VPA/SAHA: $F[1,54] = 7.5; P = 0.0083$
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Legend:
- □ VEH/VEH
- □ VPA/VEH
- □ VPA/SAHA (5 mg/kg)
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A Water maze spatial learning paradigm
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**A** Water maze spatial learning paradigm

**B** Water maze probe trial (72h)

**C** Social interaction paradigm
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Table 1. Effect of HDAC inhibition on social behaviour deficits following *in utero* VPA exposure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>social approach-avoidance score</th>
<th>time engaged in social behaviours (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VEH/VEH</td>
<td>47.1±42.0</td>
<td>109.8±6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPA/VEH</td>
<td>-94.4±32.4*</td>
<td>45.4±10.2*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPA/SAHA</td>
<td>83.6±16.1</td>
<td>107±9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPA/MS-275</td>
<td>76±14.5</td>
<td>113.8±7.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* P<0.05, vs VEH/VEH, Student’s t-test
Table 2. Effect of HDAC inhibition on swim speed and path length in the water maze spatial learning paradigm following in utero VPA exposure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>swim speed (cm/s)</th>
<th>path length (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>session 1</td>
<td>session 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEH/VEH</td>
<td>16.9±1.1</td>
<td>19.4±3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPA/VEH</td>
<td>15.1±1.5</td>
<td>15.8±3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPA/SAHA</td>
<td>16.8±1.2</td>
<td>21.2±2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPA/MS-275</td>
<td>18.5±3.1</td>
<td>17.5±3.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* P<0.05, vs VEH/VEH, Student’s t-test